We hereby take this opportunity to invite you to participate
with us at ARC.HV.

www.archv.in/T4D
@arc.hv

The OPEN SOURCE DESIGN LIBRARY includes furniture pieces,
installations, sculptures, games, knick knacks and anything your
creative brains can envision.
We would love to see how your creative brains can contribute to this
library.
Your designs can be functional objects, contextual, or random
expressions of form. They can be of any scale and use any easily
available material. They can be old desings or new desings.
The only things to keep in mind is they should use material
sustainably and have a DIY process of making.
(1) DIY or easy assembly method of construction
(2) Simple materials, that are easy to source gloablly
(3) Usage of material conciously to build a sustainable output
To participate write to us on collab@archv.in
or message us on instagram @arc.hv

OPEN CALL

ARC.HV

The library attempts to induce a selfless
act of creation within the process of
making. We hope to build a sense of
community amongst designers, with
relationships for doing better. Because we
strongly believe in the power of growth
via collective energy and would love a
cohesive collaboration!

invitation to collaborate

The 4th Dimension
INVITATION

Designers usually use their skillset to
support the capitalist society, which
restricts the process and intent of
creation. Due to which the sense of
relationship amongst designers is usually
based upon competition.
We have recently formulated an
OPEN SOURCE DESIGN LIBRARY of various
objects & products , as an offshoot of our
research documentation called
The 4th Dimension.

The 4th Dimension
SUBMISSION
DETAILS

submission
details
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ARC.HV
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www.archv.in/T4D
@arc.hv

File format DWG/PDF/EPS/STL/F3D/OBJ etc.
Should be under 5MB.

Title + Description
Will be used for the publication.
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Design File for Open Source Library

Sheet 1: Poster
Graphical Representation (Sneak Peak) of the design.
This will be used as a thumbnail representation of the design.

Sheet 2: Specifications with 2D or 3D Drawings
Simple 3D or 2D drawings explaining the design and the various
parts. Along Material and other relevant Specifications.
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Sheet 3: DIY Guide Showing Assembly
Can be a 2D-3D Infographic or Animation showing how the design
will be put together and utilized.

www.archv.in/T4D
@arc.hv

ARC.HV

Use this A3 Potrait format
for your submissions

The 4th Dimension
PRODUCT //

